
Tiles with Alcohol Ink
Instructions No. 1950
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 45 Minutes

Alcohol Ink is a novel Ink alcohol-based ink. The inks are particularly inspiring due to their high luminosity. With a so-called
Alcohol Extender the colours can be thinned and can thus flow wonderfully into each other. The resulting effects are
reminiscent of watercolor painting. In this tutorial we show you two different ideas how to apply Alcohol Ink on tiles.

With these colourful, glossy tiles, the colours Zitron, Magenta and Red
orange worked, in places the Alcohol Extender was applied to create
beautiful transitions. With Diamond sparkling accents can still be set. The
saying "Do more of what makes you sparkle" was Marker written on the tile.
Tip: Instead of writing it freehand, you can use a pencil to dictate the saying
first, or you can print out a template of your choice from the Internet and
transfer it using graphite paper.

These matt tiles are intended to pick up the underwater theme. For this
reason, the colours apple and Caribbean is used. Again, the Alcohol
Extender was used to create fascinating gradients. On the right tile were
made with Metallic Gold still set accents. This Sea shell was done using a
Stencil upset. To do this, trace the lines with a blue Markerone and colour
the inside with white. The saying "Under the sea" was also applied with a
Marker written.



Article number Article name Qty
11828 Marabu "Alcohol Ink"Zitron 1
11832 Marabu "Alcohol Ink"Magenta 1
11829 Marabu "Alcohol Ink"Red orange 1
11878 Marabu Alcohol Ink "Extender" 1
11844 Marabu "Alcohol Ink"Diamond 1
11834 Marabu "Alcohol Ink"Caribbean 1
11837 Marabu "Alcohol Ink"Apple 1
11842 Marabu "Alcohol Ink"Metallic-Gold 1
573863-01 TilesGlossy 1
573863-02 TilesMatt 1
567725-07 POSCA Marker PC-1MCBlack 1
567725-08 POSCA Marker PC-1MCWhite 1
567725-04 POSCA Marker PC-1MCBlue 1
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